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Bhava Vegan Footwear Brand Announces the Arrival of Its Fall 2013
Collections at NYC Cruelty Free Boutique Mooshoes

Bhava vegan footwear proudly announces the arrival of its Fall 2013 collections at NYC
cruelty free boutique Mooshoes.

New York City, NY (PRWEB) October 09, 2013 -- Bhava, one of the hottest vegan shoe lines, is proud to
announce that they will be showcased at Mooshoes. Mooshoes is a downtown haven for those searching for
vegan shoes and accessories. In fact, Mooshoes declares, "We proudly offer the largest variety of vegan shoes
and accessories in the world." Time Out magazine speaking of Mooshoes stated, "Cruelty free footwear is no
longer a crime against fashion".

Francisca Pineda, Bhava's creative director says, "Our mission is to create a harmonious footwear experience as
in tune with our environment as our spirit." We interpret the sanskrit word, Bhava as "the experience of being
one with nature." Francisca's extensive design experience is apparent when gazing at these beautiful shoes.
However, Bhava is not content with outer beauty alone. All their products are cruelty free and also sustainably
produced using organic cotton foot beds and the latest technology in recycled outer textiles for maximum
durability and breathable comfort.

Early success in sales indicate that customers enjoy not only looking great, but will also feel great knowing that
they purchased a shoe that is cruelty free towards animals, and respectful towards the amazing planet we live
on.

Mooshoes is the perfect venue for displaying the latest Fall 2013 collection of Vegan shoes. Located in the
hippest neighborhood in New York City, Mooshoes is by far the best known boutique for those seeking stylish
footwear and accessories with an ethical mission.

Founded in 2001 by sisters and Queens natives, Erica and Sara Kubersky, MooShoes was originally located
near the Gramercy Park section of Manhattan in a defunct butcher shop. After a brief period on Allen Street,
MooShoes re-located to its current location at 78 Orchard Street on the Lower East Side of Manhattan. Visit
Mooshoes for the largest variety of vegan shoes and accessories in the world.

BHAVA is a women's fashion shoe brand founded by designer Francisca Pineda. Bhava is named after the
designer's devotion to purity and consideration for others, becoming one with nature. This collection sets a new
standard in footwear design by sourcing the highest quality hand-woven, organic, recycled and cruelty free
components. The Bhava aesthetic represents timeless elegance with a dose of ingénue charm. Our mission is to
create a harmonious footwear experience, as in tune with our environment as our spirit. Visit the Bhava website
at www.bhavastudio.com To contact Bhava e-mail sales(at)bhavastudio(dot)com .
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Contact Information
Stewart Wolf
BHAVA
http://www.bhavastudio.com/
3472689058

Francisca
3472689058

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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